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• These colors are created  by mixing exactly (0 or 1) of each of (red, yellow, blue).  So, for 
instance, green consists of yellow + blue; orange consists of yellow + red; white consists of 
yellow + red + blue. 

• If two of the same color mix (i.e. red + red), they cancel; you get black as a result. 
• Color addition is transitive and cumulative.  So, for instance:  orange + green =  

(red + yellow) + (blue + yellow) = (red + blue) + (yellow + yellow) = (violet + black) = violet. 

When both players' joints match the appropriate target displays on the sides of the screen, the joints 
blink, then a new set of colors is displayed. 

With this knowledge you should be able to work your way through the first five screens, before being 
presented with a screen where both players have all six joints white, and no target presented on the 
sides.  Notice that the target arrays were 2x3, which should suggest Braille.  The first five targets on the 
left read (in order) CLASP, while the targets on the right read HANDS.  Moving on from here simply 
requires that the players clasp hands (the left player's right hand with the right player's left hand). 

At this point, the target data changes; instead of having two targets, one to each side, you now have one 
joint target at the bottom of the screen.  This should suggest that you need to combine forces.  The 
drawback is that you can't actually see the combination; each player needs to set their own joint 
positions and colors such that the sum of both players' joints matches the target. 
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